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EDIT ORIAL DE P AR T ME N T NOT E
Timek eeping, a ccou nting for labor costs a nd methods of wa ge
payment have all become of additional interest to the accounta nt recently a s a resu lt of Social Security requ irements a nd the
increased labor costs resulting from rattler general wage increa ses granted recently. It is a lwa ys interest ing to k now how
other men are meeting problems similar to your own, especially where the problems a re of cu rrent importance. W e
feel, therefore, that our members will be interested in the
three case studies in this issue of the Bulletin, describing
methods in actual use.
T he first of these articles deals with the necessity of accura te timek eeping in connection with a cost system. T he a u thor
is Pa u l C. T a ylor, who holds three degre es from the University
of Illinois, having received his B.S. in 1920, his M.S. in 1923,
and his Ph.D. in 1926. Du ring this period Mr. Ta ylor served
on the accounting instruction staff of the University and in
1924 passed the Illinois C. P . A. examina tions. Du ring the
year 1926 -27, he served as Hea d of the Accounting Depa rtment of the University of Kentu cky, leaving in 1927 to take
cha rge of Accou nting for the Engineer of the Manufactu ring
Branch of the Western Electric Co. In 1933, Mr. Ta ylor
assumed the position of Cost Ma nager for the Nineteen
Hu ndred Corp. a nd i s no w in cha rge of p la nning for this company's St. Joseph, Mich. plant. Du ring 1935 -36 he served as
President of our Binghamton Chapter.
Ou r second article is a description of the system of labor
cost and payroll accounting used by the Allen Bra dley Co. of
Milwa ukee. A. F . North, au thor of this article, is a gr a du a te
of the University of Chicago. H e is Controller of the Company whose procedure he describes. Mr. North has been
active in ou r Milwa ukee Cha pter, having served a s Publication
Director and Secreta ry, this being his second year in the
latter office.
T h e measured day work plan of the Interna tional Business
Machines Corp. is described in ou r third article by L. V.
Bedell of I. B. M., who, following wa r service as a plant
approval officer in the Aircra ft Division of the U. S. Army,
entered the industrial field as Cost Accountant and Au ditor
for General Motors Corp. La ter he became Assistant T rea surer of the Stu tz Motor Car Co. H e has held various positions with I. B. M. a nd is a t pr ese nt Fa ctory Controller.
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AC CURAT E T I M E K E E P I N G IS E S S E N T I A L T O US E
OF S T A N D ARD CO S T S
By Paul C. Taylor, In Charge of Planning,
Nineteen Hundred Corporation, St. Joseph, Mich.
times we seem to wait until we get into a jam before
SO weMANY
are jolted into a realization that some part of our work,
heretofore looked upon as relatively unimportant or as a matter
of set, detailed routine, is really vitally important. This may be
true of the work which our timekeepers are or are not doing.
Many of the larger companies have given much time and careful
thought to proper timekeeping and have developed efficient organizations and systems for this work. However, this efficiency
seems to diminish considerably when we step into our own field
of the smaller fry —those companies with, let us say, less than
five hundred employees. Only a brief experience in public
accounting work is needed to bear this out.
With the above in mind, this paper is prepared with the hope
that it may at least incite some thought along the lines of a timekeeper's work, especially if, as was true in our case, he has become
something of a "forgotten man." Most of what follows is a brief
recitation of our experience in a washing and ironing machine
manufacturing plant during the past three years. We ma ke no
claim that anything in our methods is unusual or even original,
and above all our system is not held up as a model of perfection.
In fact, our timekeepers still make errors and despite the care
taken and setup created to catch them quickly, one occasionally
slips by unnoticed. Further, we are fully aware of the varying
conditions among plants, which means that what is suitable for
one company may not be at all applicable in another. Hence, we
are not advocating the adoption of the requirements of our timekeepers, but we do feel that a system properly controlled and
fitted for your particular need is highly essential.
HO W I T W A S DO N E BE FO RE
About three years ago, our management was faced with the
problem of disposing of a heavy loss in the factory which had
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been brought about by the fact that actual costs were so much
higher than standards. The writer was turned loose on the job
of finding what was wrong and where the loss existed. In the
analysis made, many causes were found which contributed to the
deficit but for the immediate purpose, they are all passed by except
those having to do with timekeeping. Briefly, the state of affairs
at that time may be outlined as follows:
A. The plant was employing approximately five hundred men
and had only one timekeeper on the job.
B. Most of the employees were on either a straight piece -work
or a group piece -work basis of pay and the greater portion of them
made out their own time tickets.
C. A detailed study of several day's time tickets brought the
following to light:
i.

Errors in the extension calculations on the tickets.
Wrong part numbers, operation numbers, and order numbers were used.
3. Piece rates had been revised many times, usually downward
and usually arbitrarily, creating bad will among the workers, yet
little attention was paid to the rate revisions and time tickets were
noted coming in at old and higher rates, months after the revision.
4. Wrong clock numbers were used because the employee
himself couldn't remember it or wrote it down incorrectly, if he
could write at all.
5. Clock numbers had been changed occasionally, adding to
the confusion, and in the few instances where the foreman
attempted to prepare the time tickets they relied too much on
memory and made errors.
6. Employees were failing to ring in and out on the job tickets
at the end of each job, leaving no record of elapsed time.
7. If an employee was assigned a job on which the piece rate
was perhaps low, he turned in his time as day work with no
approval on it.
8. The payroll distribution report was in error since wrong
account numbers and, in some cases, wrong department numbers
were used.
g. Perhaps the worst practice and the most costly was the
deliberate cheating on the part of the men, that is, claiming output
2.
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quantities on their time tickets which were never produced, or
producing more than they turned in, saving the balance for a
"rainy day" when they struck a job with a low rate.
D. The payroll department was in a turmoil trying to catch
some part of the above errors and usually spent the day following
pay day straightening out claims of shortage in pay.
E. The production and operating departments were running
into many interruptions because they relied on output records
which were in error due to incorrect reporting of quantities
produced.
F. It was found that the so called "standard costs" compiled
and used by the cost department had been based largely on past
experience. So far as the labor portion of the costs were concerned, they were of course inaccurate due to the many timekeeping errors mentioned above.
HO W I T I S D O N E N O W
After a report along the above lines, the management was ready
to do something to eliminate these bad conditions and agreed to
the installation of a system and methods which would give us
control over our labor and help get the production, payroll, and
cost departments out of their troubles.
Rather than deal with an exhibition of forms, only a brief
description of their use and the principles involved are discussed
here. The forms have been designed to fit our particular need
and are of little value to anyone else except in a general way.
Starting Qualifications for Our Timekeepers
The first objective was to get a sufficient number of timekeepers
on the job and get them trained to what we wanted them to do.
In some cases we selected likely candidates from the outside, some
of them college men. In other cases, we selected men from our
own shop who had brought attention to themselves through their
own efforts. We wanted men who would eventually be able to
maintain a neutral position in their dealings between the company
and the employee, men who could stand up and win an argument
gracefully with the hard boiled kind of competition met in the
ordinary shop. We did not require previous timekeeping experience, preferring to train them ourselves, or rather let them train
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themselves under our supervision. We did lean toward men who
had academic training preferably along accounting lines or who
had experience of some sort which gave them an appreciation of
accurate record keeping. We also selected young men.
How Many Timekeepers?
It is our opinion that the answer to this question rests with
each individual company. The number of employees, where they
are located, the nature of the timekeeping system and other duties
delegated to timekeepers, and what the company can afford to pay,
will all bear directly on the number of timekeepers needed or
engaged. In our case, after considering the purely timekeeping
routines and the additional jobs assigned to them, we concluded
that we needed a timekeeper for each group of sixty employees
in the plant.
Where Located?

will

Like the number of timekeepers needed, this question can be
answered only in a general way. It seems natural that they should
be located in a readily accessible spot which will not cause the
employees to be away from their work too long in going to and
from the timekeeper's desk.
This raises the question as to whether the employees should
go to the timekeeper or whether the timekeeper should go to the
employees. Which of the two methods is followed
be governed to some extent by the length of time required to do the
jobs assigned to the employees. In general, it is more satisfactory
to have the timekeeper go to the employees when they are on jobs
of several hours or days length, or where they work and are paid
as a group. Conversely, where the employee is changing frequently from one job to another, we have found it better to have
the employee go to the timekeeper after each job. Having employees go to the timekeeper tends to create a state of congestion,
particularly at the morning and night rush periods. In our case,
this has disappeared with the improvement in our timekeepers
themselves. We seldom see, even at the rush periods, more than
three or four men waiting on the timekeepers and this is usually
a case of only a minute or two.
Many of our jobs are of short duration, particularly in the
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machine shop where all employees ring in and out on the job
clocks after each assignment is completed. We have one group,
the plating and polishing department, located in a remote part of
the plant and made up of an insufficient number of employees to
require full -time use of a timekeeper. Here we set up a job clock
and the timekeepers leave a sufficient quantity of time tickets for
each man with their clock numbers entered on the cards. At the
end of each job, all the men have to do is ring out on the old card
and ring in on a new one. One of the timekeepers goes to this
clock about four times each day, collects the tickets rung out, goes
to the men to find out what jobs they did and the number of
units produced. These are checked against the foreman's assignments and also against shop orders and the remainder of the
time ticket filled out.
The bulk of our assembly work is done on a group piece -rate
basis which enables us to set up the timekeeping in such a way
that the timekeeper visits certain points at the end of each hour
(usually points of final inspection) to obtain output quantities.
The men in these groups have no contact with timekeepers other
than ringing in and out morning and night. The remainder of
the assembly work is handled as described for the machine shop.
We have had little trouble in locating our timekeepers since
we are fortunate in having relatively large groups of employees
and their work concentrated at various points throughout the
plant. We have found an advantage in having our timekeepers
located in pairs and working in pairs. They are of help to each
other and we insist that one of them be at the clock at all times.
We did have a few objections to overcome in locating the timekeepers such as getting away from the idea that they should be
pushed into some remote place to get them out of the way. The
timekeepers themselves at first objected to shop noise. To both
of these ideas, we turned a deaf ear.
To Whom Should Timekeepers Report?
Once again, this is a problem which can be answered only
generally. We have ours responsible to the cost department so
far as methods or procedure are concerned and responsible to
the foremen from a disciplinary standpoint. Since timekeeping,
payroll work and time and motion study are so inter - related, we
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have made them all responsible to the cost department. Larger
companies will, of course, find sufficient work or responsibilities
in each of these groups to make separate departments or divisions
of them and make them responsible to other supervisory heads such
as the works accountant, controller, or possibly even the plant
superintendent or manager.
Duties and Responsibilities

of Our Timekeepers

Perhaps the best way to understand what we expect of our
timekeepers is to first give a brief description of the "tools" they
were given with which to work. When they were first put on the
job, we had to let them struggle along with the old system and let
them work to instil some respect in the employees and in some
cases the foremen, for accurate reporting of time by employee
numbers, order numbers, part and operation numbers, and by
accounts. After this was done, we cut over almost overnight to
a punched card system of reporting time for payroll and cost
analysis purposes. The "tool" given the timekeepers to use was
a typical card to be punched later on a key punch machine and
among other things it shows the employee's clock number and
name; operation name and number; part name and number; order
number; account number; time the job started, ended and elapsed
time; rate paid for the job; and total earnings on the job. In
other words, we are operating now on a basis of one time card
per employee, per job.
Incidentally, we started at first on a basis of one card per man
per day, but this had several objections. Many employees had
to make use of more than one card to cover their various jobs
during the day. Further, after the cards reached the payroll
department, they could be punched and used for payroll and
payroll distribution purposes, but a second card or "trailer" had
to be punched for each separate job shown on the payroll card
to obtain the cost analysis information. By changing to a one
card per man, per operation basis, we added a little to the timekeepers' work but eliminated a great deal more work in the payroll
department.
The timekeepers are held strictly accountable for the correctness
of each item shown on the time cards as listed above, except the
rate paid for the job and the total earnings on the job. Each one
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is given a list of the employees under his jurisdiction and their
clock numbers, and notified quickly of any additions or omissions.
We find that with less than sixty men to service, the timekeepers
very quickly learn the numbers and names of their men, even to
their first or nicknames. It is now a very rare case to see a wrong
clock number on a time ticket and as a result, a very rare case
to see the payroll department receive a complaint of a shortage
in pay from this cause. A little later we may see fit to addressograph the employee's name and number on the cards before delivery
to the timekeepers.
The timekeepers obtain part names and numbers, operation
names and numbers, order numbers, and rates paid from copies
of the shop orders furnished them by the production department.
The production department, in turn, works from master parts
lists or bills of material made up from information furnished
them by the engineering department. With this procedure to
back us up, it is again a rarity to see a time card in error so
far as part numbers, operation numbers, order numbers, etc. are
concerned. This has gone a long way toward helping the cost
department.
After the production department has originated the order, it
goes to the time and motion study department which is responsible
for all piece rates and operation numbers and names. Here the
rates and numbers and names for each operation are entered and
the order passed to the timekeepers. In this way, the timekeepers
have nothing to say about the rate at which the job is to be paid.
Even on work done on a day -rate basis, we require them to obtain
the foreman's signature on these cards. They have, however, made
suggestions occasionally as to piece rates which they felt should
be changed, either up or down. It is then the timekeepers' first
duty to call the attention of the foreman to the arrival of the order
so that he may get started on the job. Incidentally, our foremen
have quickly learned not to proceed with a job until ordered
through the shop order to do so.
The second duty of the timekeepers is to post the quantities
completed, by operations, by clock numbers on each order. Also,
he carries a cumulative of the quantities on each order by operations. At present, this information serves as a progress chart of
the order for the foreman. It has also been the only instrument
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we have needed to stamp out cheating on the part of employees as
previously mentioned. The timekeeper is responsible for calling
the foreman's attention to any unbalanced condition on the order
as it proceeds from operation to operation. These conditions are
corrected before the men are paid. We no longer have, say, the
third operation on an order showing a quantity twice as large
as the first two operations, unless there is a sound legitimate reason
for it. By using these checks, we trapped several employees into
admissions of cheating. Their immediate dismissal had a wholesome effect on the rest and today our employees seldom cheat, for
if they do they are very quickly caught.
When each order is completed, the timekeepers route them to
the payroll department where they serve merely as a notification
of the completion of the order. The payroll department pulls the
cards for the order, tabulates them for comparison with standard
costs, if this is desired by the cost department, and files the cards
in the closed order file.
To show earnings on the time card, it is of course necessary to
perform the extension calculations. We do not require this of
the timekeepers, but find most of the cards extended when they
reach the payroll department. This is due to a habit of a great
many of our employees of asking the timekeepers for their earnings at the end of the day. We have looked upon this as a healthy
indication, particularly in the light of the previously mentioned
cheating problem, and have not discouraged it. Of course all
extensions on the cards are checked by the payroll department.
Some surprise may be felt at the prospect of having account
numbers entered on time cards by timekeepers. This seems to us
very natural, for we have acquainted them thoroughly with the
charges to each account. More important still, is the fact that the
timekeeper is at the very source of all information used on time
cards. Could there possibly be anyone in a better position to
judge the work done and say to what account it belongs? There
are occasionally questions of classification on which they are uncertain, but these are brought up for discussion. The cases in which
the timekeepers' classifications have been questioned have usually
turned into an argument won by the timekeeper.
After filling out the time cards completely and accurately, and
after posting the necessary information to the shop order sum -
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maries and straightening out questionable items, the timekeeper
turns the cards over to the payroll department. This we require
to be done as quickly as possible on the morning following the
day represented by the time cards. Little trouble is found in meeting this requirement and it enables us to run a daily distribution.
If we so desire, we can place in the hands of the foremen on the
day following the day the work was done, an analysis by operation
number, by part number showing a comparison of actual time required to do the job compared with the standard time.
No doubt it
be noted that nothing has been said about
checking the time cards with the in and out registration cards or
attendance cards. The answer to this is simply that we do not
make this check. We have not adopted Hitler's policy of abolishing in and out clocks altogether, for we believe they have a certain
psychological effect on our employees which is to be desired. Our
employees ring in on the attendance clocks in the morning, out and
in at noon, out at night and in and out for overtime work. On the
job clocks they ring in each morning and out each night, in addition to in and out at the end of each job regardless of the time
of day. Since we allow one hour for lunch, each man's time for
the day is arbitrarily reduced one hour and the timekeepers omit
this hour in calculating the elapsed time on tickets rung in over
the noon hour.
Some of our timekeepers have other duties in addition to the
purely timekeeping routine. For example, one of them handles
the stock records covering bar and flat steel and brass used in
our punch press and screw machine departments. Others maintain quite detailed statistical records and reports of completed
products. The impression may be gained that the duties of our
timekeepers are somewhat heavy, yet they get the job done on
time. In fact they occasionally have a little spare time as two of
them can well testify since they very nearly lost their jobs recently for leaving their desks to go across the street for a cup of
coffee. Actually, they are more than timekeepers and perhaps
really should be called shop clerks or by some other more inclusive title.
Another job usually falling to our timekeepers is the writing of
inventory tickets during the shut -down periods for physical inventories. The reason for this is that they are second only to
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the production or scheduling department when it comes to their
knowledge of correct part numbers and operation numbers.
On the whole, we find our timekeepers' jobs about the best
training station in the plant for those who desire to make cost accountants of themselves eventually. Of course, we have had some
turnover among the timekeepers during the past three years, part
of which was due to promotions. All of them now on th e job
have received increases in pay and are in line not only for further increases but also for promotions when the opportunity
arises.
CONCLUSION
Very little need be said in conclusion since most of this has been
sandwiched into the body of the paper, but to sum up briefly:
i. We no longer have the staggering number of clerical errors
due to the poor timekeeping of three years ago. These errors have
been reduced to a minimum.
2. We had to add to our overhead, but this is sometimes necessary to make a saving. The added cost of timekeepers and the
tabulating machine setup has saved us many dollars in payroll
and in addition had given us the basis for much more accurate
actual and standard costs. Perhaps some may feel that a good
share of the additional overhead could have been avoided by going
to a straight day -work basis of pay which seems to be somewhat
prevalent at present. We have not tumbled over ourselves to do
this for we still feel that piece work furnishes an incentive to
employees not found in day work and further that to go to day
work only, is placing an unfair burden on our supervisors.
Incidentally, the tabulating machines are used for a number of
other parts of our work besides payroll and cost analysis. Chief
among these are the cut over of the Accounts Payable Register
to a tabulating basis and the tabulation of various sales department
statistical reports.
3. Output quantities furnished by the timekeepers are reliable
and have eliminated many headaches for the production or scheduling, and operating departments.
4. Perhaps above all, is the fact that although standard costs
on many parts and assemblies are much lower than three years
ago, the management at the end of each of these years has had a
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substantial surplus in the factory accounts to deal with instead of
a loss. Accurate timekeeping played no small part in this
accomplishment.

A SY STEM O F LAB O R C O ST AND PAY R O LL
ACCO UNTING USED B Y TH E A L LE N
BRADLEY COMPANY
By A. F. North, Controller
Allen Bradley Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
company operates a plant employing approximately eight
T HIS
hundred men. It pays twice a month on the twenty -first and
sixth for the pay periods ending the fifteenth and the last of the
month.
Clock Cards
Since the company operates standard shifts the clock card illustrated in Exhibit r is used merely as a late or absence record. Employees who arrive on time take their card from the "out" rack
and place it in the "in" rack. Employees who arrive late are
required to go to the timekeeper's office where the card is punched
in on the time clock to show the number of periods late. The
cards which remain in the "out" rack represent absentees and are
punched in through the time clock in much the same manner as
late arrivals. The number of periods (tenth of hour) worked
each day is either written or stamped in daily on the time card
by the timekeeper, and at the end of a pay period the total number of periods is computed and filled in on the space in the upper
edge of the time card.
Labor Cost Cards
Labor cost cards are prepared in the central timekeeping department in the following manner. When a man is about to start
on a job the foreman calls the central timekeeping department
and gives the time clerk the job number, clock number and operation on which the work is to be done. The time clerk takes a
job card as illustrated in Exhibit 2, puts it in the time recorder
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and records the starting time. The card is then placed in a rack
under the clock number of the man working on the job. This
card remains in the rack until the job is completed, when it is
replaced with a new card showing the new operation, or until the
end of the pay period. On removal, the card is put through the
time recorder and the number of periods elapsed is calculated and
written in by the timekeeper.
When the jobs are completed, or at the end of the pay period,
the job cards are sent to the payroll department where they are
sorted by clock number. No cost extensions are made until the
end of the pay period. At that time addressographed payroll sheets
and pay checks are prepared. The clock cards, at this time, are
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run through the addressograph to show the rate, deductions, and
other data as shown in Exhibit 3. This information is not put on
the card until after it is pulled from the rack in order to keep
private such information as rate, deductions, etc.
Payroll Calculations
These records together with the job card and clock card are sent
to the operator of a typewriter calculating machine who makes
the cost extensions, writes the payroll and proves the work in
one operation.
The calculation operation, shown in Exhibit 3, is as follows:
The man's hourly rate is entered in the machine. With the rate
in the machine, the operator depresses the multiplier keys for the
periods worked on each job, inserting the job cards successively
into a chute and printing the extension on each in turn. The
total of each extension is automatically accumulated in the machine and this total is cleared out on the clock card, which together with the pay check is then inserted in the machine. With
the clock card and pay check in the machine the operator now
enters the total periods worked, reading from the heading of the
clock card, and multiplies by the rate, printing the gross pay on
the clock card as illustrated. In like manner overtime pay is calculated. These two amounts are automatically totaled and this
figure is multiplied by the percentage of compensation adjustment
allowed to all employees (in this case 1 2 % over the base pay is
allowed, or in other words, multiplication by 112). This gross
pay figure is sub - totaled in the machine, deductions are entered
and subtracted, and the machine prints the net amount paid on
the check. The payroll register in the machine receives a carbon
impression of each entry on the successive clock cards and pay
checks so that at the end of a department, total gross pay and
net pay which has been accumulating automatically in the machine, is totaled out. The difference between gross and net is
deductions and must agree with a pre -list of deduction items.
If the amount distributed to cost agrees (within a cent or two to
allow for fractional amounts) with the straight time total, we are
assured that, ( i ) the rate has been correctly used on the job
cards and on the clock card, ( 2 ) the periods on the job cards in
total agree with the periods on the clock card, and (3) that the
labor cost distributed is in agreement with the payroll accrued.
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Accounting for Job Costs
The job cards are next sorted into job number order and filed.
When a job is completed the cards are totaled, added to the summary of material and closed out into finished goods. In like manner, expense orders are summarized and closed out into their
proper expense accounts. To facilitate in the sorting, the job cards
are corner cut or have a hole punched in the cards. By using a rod
through the holes and allowing the corner cut cards to drop out
a rapid separation between direct labor and expense labor cards
can be made.
Other Uses of Time Cards
The clock cards (absent man cards) are filed alphabetically
by employee. Before filing any cards, those cards showing any
absences where the employee worked half time or less are referred to the employment department which notes the reasons
for the absences on the card. The file is designed to take two
years of cards so that by having the complete record of the prior
year in the file it is possible to go back fifty -two weeks at any
time during the current year to get any records necessary for
computing unemployment benefits. This is an original record of
the hours worked by days, reason for any extended absences and
earning, and will give any information which the unemployment
authorities may require. Space has also been provided so that
in 1937 deductions for the Old Age Pensions can be handled. At
the end of each year the cards of each employee can be added up
to give the individual earning for income tax reports.
This payroll system offers an economical method of obtaining
accurate cost and labor calculations with a machine printed check
and payroll register as a by- product. In the past, accuracy could
be obtained only by check calculations. Such duplication is avoided
in this system. No transcription errors are possible since the
machine prints the necessary totals from a total key, retaining
them for further multiplication, addition, or subtraction, without
the necessity of reentering them in the machine.
Between pay periods the payroll machine is used to write salesmen, branch office sales and commission statements. At the end
of the year the machine is used to calculate the inventory.
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MEASURED DAY WO RK —A WAG E PLAN
By L. V. Bedell, Factory Controller
International Business Machines Corp., Endicott, N. Y.
NDUSTRIAL literature is full of discussions on the compensaIt is easily the oldest and probably the most
perplexing problem in industry. In 23oo B.C. Hammurabi, the
Assyrian, laid down an industrial code that was intended to solve
problems we are still discussing. We are apt to believe that industrial wage problems are the result of large scale operations
when, in fact, the subject has been just as much a problem under
the simplest forms of industrial activity. The size of modern
plants has added to the complexity of wage plans chiefly because
of the separation of workers from the owners of the business and
the tendency of technical specialization to divide men into classes.

Ition of labor.

Two Primary Methods of Wage Payment
Wage plans can be readily divided into two primary methods of
paying for work. Under the one basic plan, the workman is paid
for the amount of time spent on the work at an agreed rate per
unit of time. This plan is usually referred to as "Day Wor k,"
although the day as a unit of time is little used. This method
might be accurately called "Time Work" as the method is used
with an hour, day, week, month or year as the unit of time. The
other basic plan is piece work under which the workman is paid
an agreed price for each unit (or piece) of work completed.
Many combinations of these two primary wage plans have been
and are being used. Pioneer work in attempting to develop a
wage plan with the advantages of both day work and piece work
was done by F. A. Halsey, James Rowan and F. W. Taylor. Their
plans have come to be known as "The Halsey Premium Plan,"
"The Rowan Modification of the Halsey Premium Plan" and
"The Taylor Differential Piece Rate." Following these early
plans came H. L. Gantt's "Task and Bonus ", Harrington Emerson's "Efficiency Plan" and many others.
Changes in Management Methods Must Be Considered
Wage plans today must take into consideration the changes in
management methods that have occurred in recent years. Special -
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ists in tool design, plant layouts, machine design, machine operation and motion economy, are commonly employed to supplement
the knowledge and experience of the foreman. Every effort is
made to remove all obstacles from the path of a predetermined
result.
A wage plan that permits full use of the many devices of
present -day management without impairing the overall control
so essential to successful industrial operations will be found adequate whether built on the basis of time work or piece work.
There have always existed objections to each of the basic wage
plans. Under a day -work plan of wage payment, there exists the
liability of rewarding workers equally for services of unequal
value. That is, the relative competence of individuals may not be
taken into account or 'recognized and their best efforts not called
forth. A wage incentive plan may tend to set up so strong an
incentive for maximum individual output that other essential
factors are neglected, such as quality of output or personal health.
Under an immediate reward incentive plan, the worker is apt to be
encouraged to sacrifice everything to output.
Factors Involved in Measured Day Work
Measured day work, as a wage plan, should involve three separate factors: job standards, wage rate standards and the payment plan. The first two, job standards and wage rate standards,
may be profitably employed with any wage payment plan, but
are essential to the effectiveness of measured day work as we are
discussing it.
Job standards are set in terms of hours for every operation of
direct work and for as many indirect operations of sufficiently
repetitive nature as to permit standardization. Job standards are
established by time study methods involving observation with
stop watch, motion element analysis and micro - motion camera
study. The standard set for each operation is based on the sum
of the elapsed time for the various elements, plus a fixed percentage for personal relaxation. For heavy or otherwise adverse
conditions, an additional allowance is made to adjust the individual standard being established. Standards are expressed in
hours per hundred or per thousand pieces and remain unchanged
until the equipment or method is changed.
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Wage Rate Standards
Wage rate standards have recently been given the same serious
thought that has been lavished on mechanical improvements.
They are an evaluation of occupational factors to insure equitable
distribution of the total wage payroll in relation to the service
rendered.
In order to measure the service rendered, each job is appraised
for the presence or absence of certain occupational factors. These
factors differ among industries both in nature and in number, but
the following are typical:
Time required to become highly skilled in the occupation,
Time required for a skilled person to become adapted to a
particular organization,
Educational requirements of the occupation,
Degree of skill required,
Necessity of constantly facing new problems,
Money value of material handled,
Dependence which must be placed upon integrity of the
employee,
Working conditions,
Health hazards,
Accident hazards,
Physical effort required, and
Monotony of work.
In our own plant, four factors were decided upon as indicating
fairly the relative worth of, or service rendered by, an operation.
These four factors are not all of equal importance, nor present in
each job in equal value, therefore it was necessary to weight the
factors by assigning to each an arithmetical value as follows:
Skill required
i io Points
"
Importance, based on value of material 4 0
Effort required
27
"
it
Working conditions
28
These values were fixed from the combined judgment of the
supervisors, foremen and standards department. For weighting in
terms of points, it is not the individual point value that is important, but the relation of the points assigned one to another. The
point values given indicate the maximum weight to be assigned
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to the rating factor; therefore, in applying these factors to a
given job, it is necessary to grade the point values according to
the degree in which the factor appears in various classes of work.
The next step is to classify the work to be graded and grade
the point values according to the degree in which each factor
appears in each class of work. Seven classes of work were agreed
upon and identified as: Low, Below Average, Average, Above
Average, High, Very High, Exceptional.
The maximum point value for each factor was then assigned to
the exceptional class and each factor graded downward to the
low class, at which no point value for any factor was assigned.
In this grading operation, nineteen "Class of Work" value groups
were developed due to the fact that actual job analysis indicated
seven groups would not give sufficient differentiation in the degrees to which the rating factors were present in various jobs.
Illustration of Factor Grading
To illustrate the basis for factor grading, the exceptional class
is described, for each factor as follows:
Skill: Exceptional care and dependability, long apprenticeship, or special education. Close concentration and application.
Importance: Operations where errors will affect work of
many people and spoil large quantities of parts, expensive
machines and materials used.
Working Conditions: Combination of two or more conditions
Extreme heat
High humidity
Unpleasant odors and gases
Extreme noise
Acids or corrosive chemicals
Dust
Unusual hazards
Effort: Lifting over 4,500 pounds per hour
Extreme exertion
Exceptionally high speed
The Low Class is described, for each factor as follows:
Skill: Work requiring no exercise of mind
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Importance: Working with parts of very low cost.
pensive tools, fixtures or machines
Working Conditions: Equal to any in the plant
Effort: Very light work

No ex-

With these classes of work established "Labor Grades" were
worked out by key job analysis throughout the plant. In each
department, the simplest and the most difficult jobs were carefully analyzed and compared with respect to the four rating factors. The resulting point value of each job developed the range
of the rating factor scale for the plant. This scale graduates from
o t o 143 points through fourteen labor grades and provides a
range of six to ten points in each labor grade. With "Labor
Grades" established for the plant, base rates and rate ranges for
each grade can be established that will equitably measure each
job in accordance with the value of the services rendered.
Evaluation of Each Type of Job
Then followed the evaluation of each type of job in each department. Foremen were supplied with job analysis sheets indicating the factors to be considered and the job characteristics that
should influence the rating. When the characteristics of all jobs
had been written up, all the job analysis sheets were arranged 'in
the order of increasing skill and each job was assigned a rating
factor for skill in accordance with the table of nineteen grades
established for the plant.
The job analysis sheets were then rearranged in the same way
for each of the other three factors: importance of work, effort and
working conditions. By summarizing the point values assigned
for each of the four factors for each job, a labor grade for each
was determined.
Each job was similarly graded by the time study department
and the two gradings reviewed in joint session by the foremen
and the time study department. The labor grades agreed upon
by both parties were then reviewed by the staff and the final
grades given official approval.
The Wage Payment Plata
The payment plan under measured day work is a day -work
wage plan. The operator is paid an agreed hourly rate for the
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actual number of hours worked, regardless of his output. Under
measured day work, however, a standard time rate or job standard, is established for each operation and the standard time for
producing the number of pieces finished is measured against the
hours actually consumed, to determine the individual employee's
efficiency.
Job tickets, prepared in advance, show the rate per hundred
or per thousand pieces and the total standard time allowance for
the job. A daily report is prepared for each foreman comparing
standard time with actual time, bringing to the foreman's attention appreciable variations. These variations are immediately
investigated. In preparing the report, allowances are indicated to
cover excess time required by conditions beyond the control of
the department —i.e., temporary use of inefficient machine —so
that the investigation is centered upon preventable excess. The
causes are determined and steps taken to prevent recurrence.
These daily reports of each job are summarized by departments
as an index of the effectiveness of the foreman. A weekly summary of all jobs by individuals is furnished each foreman and
becomes a permanent part of the employee's service record. This
record serves as a valuable reference medium as the employee
becomes eligible for promotion. In addition to the daily and
weekly performance record, we employ a periodic personal rating
plan.
Periodic Rating by Foremen
Output is not the full measure of an employee's worth to an
organization. Therefore, the foreman is asked to measure and
record each employee in his department, by comparison with each
other employee, on the following factors: Quantity of work, quality of work, dependableness, conduct, cooperation, loyalty, ability
to learn, and capacity for growth.
Again these factors have been assigned an arithmetical value
and each factor can be graded in four degrees. Both the detail
and the total score is recorded as a part of the employee's service
record. Each periodic rating is an independent valuation. The
previous ratings are not supplied the foreman. These ratings are
used as a guide in selecting employees for transfer and promotion. These ratings, also, tend to minimize unfair penalization
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for occasional poor shop performance. These personal ratings
reflect the continuing attitude toward work in the plant and prevent inequalities in recognition of contributions.
Dean Dexter S. Kimball of Cornell University, in his Principles
of Industrial Organization, says of wage systems, "It will be seen
that modern wage systems are closely interlocked with systems of
management, and back of this again, often forgotten, but never
absent, awaits the greater problem of humanity and human existence. The time was when wages were settled without much regard to this greater problem, but unless all signs are misleading it
will soon be the great factor in both industrial management and
reward."
An effective wage plan should anticipate the following conditions:
i. The distribution of the total wages paid in proportion to the
contribution of the service rendered to the business.
2. A weekly, monthly or yearly earning as free from violent
fluctuations as the industry and general business conditions
will permit.
3. Reasonable assurance that personal ability and effort will be
recognized.
4. Assurance that promotions will follow recognition whenever
possible.
5. Security of employment.
6. The tempering hand of time on both punishment and
reward.
7. Effective co- ordination with manufacturing control.
8. Full and unimpaired utilization of improved methods and
processes.
9. Costs consistent with the industry, the product and the
market.
A treasured day work plan can be devised to satisfactorily meet
these conditions.
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